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Abstract - The picwords can be deliberated as a type of 
Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR), advance decisively be 
material to a subclass, named NPR pressing, which 
accentuations on remaking an appearance of a photo by 
arranging a group of minor pictographic components. The 
pictographic features can apparently be minor pictures, tiling, 
or script. The best captivating portion of this picwords is that 
it appeals the human visual framework by methods for two 
modalities, which is representation of picture that includes 
keywords. Formerly identifying the image, on nearby 
examination, the common features that is the texts can be 
observed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
When a person sees a photo of some VIP like Ms. Audrey 
Hepburn, they may dearth to know extra information nearly 
the enormous name. Later the photo can’t give such 
unassuming parts alike their date of restriction, ethnic 
gathering, triumphs, and so forth, they might need to chase 
such motivations behind excitement on some additional 
wellspring of proof, similar to a site, or the person’s blog. On 
the off chance that a man generally examines a few 
information about any VIP, they may need to see the 
photograph of that VIP. This kind of situation is usual. 

 

 
 

Fig-1: Output of Picwords 
 

The above figure consists of Ms. Audrey Hepburn’s look, in 
addition it encompasses selected keywords which present 
her in a concise way. It consists of two modules that is the 
image and the keywords, are  united together  to  signify the  
item  of  concern in  an  improved  manner  picwords is  an  
example  of  Non – photorealistic version, which emphases 
on reconstructing an appearance by organizing a gathering 

of minor pictographic components. The furthermost 
fascinating section of picwords is that it appeals in the 
person pictorial charter using these modules that is picture 
and content (watchwords). As soon as recognizing the 
picture, on nearby valuation, the broad elements that is the 
watchwords can be occupied message. The entire period 
technique of picwords contains of a photo module, a 
watchwords module, a cross methodology picture and 
catchphrases module and a last post handling module. The 
generated of picture module is positioned patches, which go 
about as holders for the yield of the catchphrases module, i.e. 
the bywords. 
 

1.1 Mosaicking: 
 

    A long time of research has prompted some stunning effort 
in the area of NPR pressing, particularly in mosaicking. 
These mosaics are pictures created by establishing jointly 
little hued pieces. The construction of computerized 
montages of creative feature is one of the difficulties of the 
PC Illustrations in addition it is a standout amongst the latest 
study heading in the area of Non-Photorealistic Rendering. 
Computerized montages are representations made through 
an accumulation out of little pictures so-called "piece". These 
pieces "decorate" a basis picture so as to repeat it in a 
"montage-like" design. 
 
     Starting from a similar basis picture it remains 
conceivable toward make diverse sort of advanced montages 
relying upon the decision of the piece dataset and the forced 
imperatives on behalf of situating, in light of this meaning, 
computerized montages can be additionally ordered into 
representation mosaics, ancient mosaics, picture mosaics 
and puzzler picture mosaics. Authors Orchard and Kaplan 
depicted a quick strategy for mosaicking pictures with 
sporadic tiles, likewise equipped for trimming incomplete 
areas from the picture database to use as tiles. 

 
1.2 Calligrams: 

 
     One more category of NPR pressing, Calligrams has been 
deliberated in several scenarios. It is a game plan of words or 
letters, intended to make an outwardly discernible picture. It 
has a rich convention and extensive collection of elegances 
relying upon the imaginative strength of the craftsman. The 
ASCII workmanship is one such demonstration, which is a 
technique of replicating images with ASCII content 
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integrities. This ASCII craftsmanship, factual and numeric 
letterings can be applied to reproduce a picture; means the 
distinct letterings which are not actually intended to 
comprise any importance, can be stuffed composed to be 
seen by means of sections to shape an entirety. Author, in his 
work revealed the era of ASCII craftsmanship which was 
structured built by breaking down the form of construction 
of the picture. Construction based ASCII workmanship 
catches the actual arrangement of the image matter. Author 
built up a system known as Fatfonts in light of Arabic 
numbers. This empowers precise perusing of the 
mathematical information though saving a general pictorial 
location. The downside distributed by the previously stated 
frameworks is that no connection happens among the 
objective picture and its substance or Arabic number. 

 

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
This section contains an overview of the PicWords system. 
The system is divided into four modules: picture, keywords, 
picture and keywords and post-processing. The first part is 
picture module. Given a source image, first its silhouette 
image is generated. A silhouette image is the dark shape and 
outline of someone or something visible in restricted light 
against a brighter background. In the silhouette image, 
unnecessary background details are removed and only the 
important patches are kept. 
 

2.1 TECHNIQUE DETAILAS OF THE PICWORD 
SYSTEM 
 
In this Section, the techniques used in picture module, 
keywords module, picture and keywords module and post-
processing module have been discussed sequentially. The 
above segment comprises a summary of the Picwords 
system. It includes four modules: image, watchwords, 
picture and keywords and post-processing. For an input 
image, initially its outline image is created. An outline image 
is the black shape and rough draft of someone or something 
noticeable in limited light contrary to an optimistic 
background. Unwanted background information are 
eliminated and only the significant spots are saved in the 
silhouette picture. Formerly the silhouette image is divided 
into a number of minor blotches. Patches are ranked 
according to their capacity to contain a keyword. 

 

Fig-2: Architecture Diagram. 

2.1.1 Picture Module: 

a) Silhouette Image Generation: 
 
Initially the image is divided into a foreground and 
background section. Foreground section associates to 
authoritative image substance, where keywords are to be 
put. The background section can be omitted. Mean move 
system has been utilized to fragment the picture into little 
super pixels. The portioned closer view is changed over to 
grayscale picture, which is then further thresholded into a 
parallel picture. This edge can be chosen by the client. 

 

Fig-3: Basic steps in Picture module 

Afterwards Gaussian filter is applied to smoothen up the 
binary image, then to covenant with the irregularities like 
holes in the image to make the latest rough draft image. 
Lastly the silhouette image of an initial image is illustrated in 
figure. 

 

Fig-4: Outline appearance generation method. (a) Primary 
picture, (b) Sorting background, (c) Segmented 
foreground, (d) Adjacent image, (e) Last outline 

appearance afterward flattening. 

b)  Patch Generation: From the silhouette picture by 
utilizing super-pixel division strategy patches are generated. 
Only yang part is utilized for this reason. 

c) Convex Decomposition: The initial concave area is 
separated into two nearly convex areas as shown in the 
below figure. Uncertainty the concave indication of one area 
is larger than a threshold, then it is sustained into the convex 
decaying method. 
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Fig-5:  Illustrations of curved area degeneration. (a) A 
hollow patch. (b) The scrape outlet. (c) Disintegration. 

d) Patch Ranking: The produced patches are positioned in 
view of two conditions: firstly, fix range Si, it is the quantity 
of pixels that are included inside the fix location. Second, fix 
area Di, showing the separation of the fix from the focal point 
of the picture and third, length of real hub of the fix, Li. In 
view of these criteria, the heaviness of a patch is introduced 
as: WI = W1 Si - W2Di + W3Li Where Wi stands for 
coefficient of weight for every component i. This 
measurement can be actually selected by the user and it can 
change for numerous images. 
 

 
 

Fig-6:  Topmost section: Segmented image. Central 
section: Gained spots. Lowermost section: List of re-

ranked spot. 
 

2.1.2 Keyword Module: In this module there are two 
units that is collection of keywords and ranking of keywords. 
 

a) Keywords Collection: The watchwords are sought 
from Web, utilizing some solid source, for example, 
Wikipedia, Twitter, Weibo, and so on content lowercasing or 
uppercasing should be possible, contingent on the need of 
the client. 
 

b) Keywords Ranking: These keywords are positioned 
by the quantity of presences in a basis. If the quantity of 
arrivals is more at that time the rank will be higher. When 
this has been done, the catchphrases ensuring the similar 
incidences are re-positioned to understand their distances. A 
more drawn out catchphrase needs a greater compartment, 
thus ought to be positioned in like manner. 
 

 
 

Fig-7: Outcomes of keyword grading. 
 

2.1.3 Picture and Keywords Module:  

a) Keywords versus patch correspondence: In this 
phase every keywords is allocated to a container which is 
able of comprising the keyword. Lengthier patch comprises 
lengthy keywords. Smaller keywords cannot be allocated 
into lengthier patches. The similarity between keyword and 
patch is accomplished in such a way that the keyword are 
placed in suitable manner. 

 

 
 

Fig-8: Comparison among spot and keyword. 

b) Warping process: This is main stimulating portion 
because all the patches are not in the equal dimensions and 
form. The keyword is warped into the patches by using mean 
value coordinates method based on the correspondence 
between the patches and keywords. 

 

 
 

Fig-9: (a) Particular keyword, (b) Associated spot, 
adjustment of dimension and direction of keyword. (c) 

Illustration of points, (d) Twisting outcome. 
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Fig-10: Illustrations of twisting keywords rendering to the 

orientation spots outline. 

2.1.4 Post-Processing Module:  After  warping  keyword  
with  patches  ,there  will  be  blank  space  between 
keywords. For better visual effect these blanks space are 
filled with symbols (such as asterisk) instead of characters 
or numerals to avoid confusion. The result of the warping 
segment is combined with the original silhouette image of 
the entity of concern. Figure illustrates the results of primary 
picture to final output. 

 

Fig-11: Illustration of primary picture to final results. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
To begin with, assess the adequacy of the PicWords 
quantitatively through client ponder. Practically speaking, 
gather images comprising film actors, mark symbols, 
animation information and discover associated catchphrases 
from internet. Later 30 Picwords pictures to be subjected at 
this point. Absolutely, 50 members gone from 20 to 30 years 
of age participated in the customer think about. At that point 
we demonstrate some subjective model outcomes. At long 
last we talk about the imprisonment of the framework. 
 

3.1 Quantifiable Outcomes: Initially measure the 
properties of Picwords. Later conflicting Picwords and then 
focus on starting point to determine its preferences. 
 

a) Estimation of Each Element of Picwords: 
Conducting client think about by voting in favor of various 
forms of PicWords. Evaluating using and without using the 
keywords weighting procedure. Every topics are likewise 
move toward to choose in favor of various post-handling 
systems, i.e., double, dim and hued Picwords. Deliberating 

individual premium and post-preparing techniques, 
absolutely 8 sorts of Picwords renderings are thought about. 
Clients are made a request to provide a total from 5 to 20 
where 20 is the most noteworthy. User outline the normal 
total of every variation and validate the results in this figure. 
 

 
 

Fig-12: Estimation of distinct forms of PicWords. 

1) Weight versus Non-weight PicWords: From Fig.6.1, 
we can see that averagely, the weight rendition is for the 
most part superior to non-weight form, regardless of what 
sorts of post-handling strategies are embraced. On the off 
chance that we don't relegate weights to the watchwords, we 
can't ensure that more drawn out catchphrases must be 
suitable into lengthier fixes that will decrease shape of the 
Picwords.  
 

2) Colored versus Overcast versus Binary 
PicWords: A noticeable results can be depicted in both 
weight and non-weight form. Assessment of various forms of 
PicWords. Hued variant is reliably superior to the dark one, 
while dim is constantly superior to twofold PicWords.  
 

3) Filled versus Non-filled PicWords: So as to analyze 
the consequences of the two renditions, with and without 
images padding, resolve another post-handling situation as 
hued and weight Picwords. Outcomes validate that packing 
is suitable. 
 

b) Evaluation with Standards:  Conflict the 
consequences of Picwords and two past efforts: textorize3 
and word cloud producer.4 in all situations, the watchwords 
are gathered from internet. User assess the 3 strategies in 
the accompanying 6 perspectives: Normal, Esthetic, 
Discriminative, Informative, Visual Effect, and Overall 
Attractiveness.  
 
    We give the subjects three sorts of results and request that 
they pick which result produces the best execution. Check 
the quantity of every part of each outcome and demonstrate 
the last outcomes in Fig.6.3. It is better to the standards in all 
perspectives. The two starting position meet each other in 
numerous standpoints. The texturize technique is extra 
stylish meanwhile it can suitable the state of image. In any 
case, word mist is further illuminating meanwhile it 
introduces numerous watchwords. 
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3.2 Qualitative Outcomes: In this segment, initially 
outline model consequences of Picwords contrasted and 
other two baselines. At that point, client give more Picwords 
consequences to determine its feasibility.  

Contrast with Standards: The model results of together 
baselines and strategy are appeared in figure. The original 
image is an illustration of Ms. Audrey Hepburn. User can 
deprived of a stretch presume that it is additional attractive 
and interesting than word mist meanwhile it revenues 
together form and superficial of the picture. The auspicious 
location is very clear subsequently words usually can't do a 
picture justice. It is additionally substantially more 
impeccable than texturize in two angles.   

    To begin with, although both techniques comprise the 
photo of actor, that one is significantly less challenging to 
express the personality of the actor from Picwords than 
texturize. It is on account of texturize puts an excessive 
number of terminologies inward the facemask range, though 
Picwords can clearly choose the utmost suitable spots to 
gratify the watchwords. Next, it is very difficult to recognize 
the surrounded expressions of texturize. Be that as it may, it 
is significantly simpler to peruse that PicWords contains a 
few watchwords, for example, "English", "film", and so on. To 
aggregate up, PicWords is substantially more striking than 
words cloud. PicWords is superior to texturize as far as both 
picture and catchphrases modalities. 
 

 

 
Fig-13: Evaluation among two starting position and 

picwords. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
    User develop a programmed calligram framework termed 
Picwords. It can interconnect single basis image and 
watchwords flawlessly into single aimed Picwords. Observer 
can identify the picture and deliver more understated 
features through the watchwords in the meantime. Further 
important keywords which consume greater significances 
and are placed into more significant and better regions. This 
one has special marketplace potentials. It can be 
manufactured such as a presentation for the interpersonal 
organization toward make additional striking and useful 
client outline photos. It is one of the best methodologies in 
the picture handling field that can delineate the picture 
usefully by melding both the source picture and the 
watchword flawlessly into one target picture. This is totally 
programmed in this manner diminishing the manual work of 
the craftsman. 
 

Future Work 
 In upcoming effort, user wish to utilize the 
procedure in more extensive presentation regions. For 
example, this one can be used as another kind of picture 
postcard for container poster. The container's photo is 
utilized as source picture, and its claim to fame names can be 
utilized as watchwords to produce an extremely favor 
PicWords. It has awesome market possibilities; they can be 
utilized as a part of different applications for supplanting the 
first profile pictures with the PicWords and furthermore in a 
portion of the notice. 
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